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I.

MARY AND OUR FRANCISCAN ORIGINS

In his Testament, St. Francis himself unambiguously
identifies the primary source of his vocation: IINo
man showed me what to do, but the Most High revealed
to me that I was to live according, to the form of
the Holy Gospel.
As we know so well, that form of
life chosen for and shown to Francis by the crucified
Savior had a dual purpose: to conform Francis perfectly to the crucified Lord, and to make Francis
his instrument in sustaining and IIrebuildingll His
Church. r·1any other human and natural factors undoubtedly had an influence in the genesis and specification of Francis' vocation, and, thus, in any scrutiny
of our origins for purposes of renewal, deserve our
attention. None, however, if we are to be true to
our holy Father, can compare with and, therefore,
have that final, normative influence on our understanding and resolve to renew our lives and our communities which the mind and intentions of Christ
possess in this regard. Historical and cultural considerations are strictly subordinate to the mind of
Christ on the nature of the Franciscan way as confirmed by the Lord Pope, as valid today as in the
13th century. In a word, Francis and his Order are
the exclusive possession of Christ, neither in origin,
nor form, nor end, the product of merely natural historical forces - and so they must remain.
1I

There is, however, one other factor at the source
of the Franciscan phenomenon that stands on a par
with the influence of our Lord. Francis writes:
IIHoly Virgin Mary, there is none like you born in
the world among women. II (Vesp. Ant., Office of the
Passion) While a creature, she is simply in a class
by herself, incomparable with other creatures, i.e.
unique, and comparable as a person and in her influence as mediatrix of all graces only with her Son,
who has bestowed on her a fullness of grace and love.
To the question: Why did the crucified Lord choose
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Francis for and explain to him that specific, eschatological task of rekindling the love of the faithful
for Himself and of heralding His coming, Francis gave
but one answer throughout his life: because our Lady,
the Mother of God and Queen of the Angels, asked her
Son to do this.
St. Bonaventure writes: IIFrancis, the shepherd of
a little flock, led his band of twelve brothers to
St. ~1ary of the Portiuncula - and the grace of heaven
went before them, - so that where the Order of the
Minors had by the merits of the Mother of God had its
beginning, it might develop with her help. II (L.M. 4,5)
And with more detail, Celano records the same: IIA1though he knew that the kingdom of heaven has been
established in every place on earth, and he believed
that divine grace can be given to the elect of God
everywhere, yet he knew by experience that the 'place '
of the Church of St. Mary of the Portiuncula was
filled with more abundant grace and frequented by the
visitation of heavenly spirits. Therefore, he often
used to say to the brothers: 1I~1y sons, see that you
never leave this place ... for this place is truly holy
and the home of Christ and of his Virgin Mother.
Here when we were few, the Most High increased us.
Here he enlightened the souls of his poor by the
light of his wisdom. Here he inflamed our wills by
the fire of his 10ve ... Therefore, my sons, hold this
place worthy of all reverence and honor as truly a
dwelling place of God which is uniquely cherished by
Him and by His Mother.1I (I. Cel. 106)
And in his second life (II. Cel. 18) Celano charmingly underscores the essential: IIGod's servant,
Francis, who was small in body, humble in mind, and
a 'minor ' by profession, chose a 'little portion ' of
the world for himself and his brothers, while he was
living in the world ... Indeed it was not without the
foreknowledge of a divine prophecy that from olden
times that place was called the Little Portion which
was destined to fall to those who fervently desired
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to have nothing of the world. For there had also
been built there a Church of the Virgin Mother who
by her matchless humility merited to be after her
Son the head of a 11 the saints. II
And so, Bonaventure echoes (L.~1. 3,1): IIAnd while
he stayed in the Church of the Virgin Mother of God,
with continuous longing he prayed to her who had conceived the Word full of grace and truth that she
should deign to become his advocate, and by the merits
of the t10ther of mercy he concei ved and gave bi rth
to the spirit of gospel truth.1I
In responding then to Christ's invitation Francis
received the Portiuncula as his inheritance and became with his brethren the little portion of Mary as much her possession as her Son's - for by her
merits he gave birth to the spirit of gospel truth.
There have been and still are persons shocked by
the praise seemingly unlimited, showered by Francis
on the Mother of God, for he IIrendered special praises
and poured forth prayers and offered his devotion to
the Mother of Jesus - how many and in what ways, it
is not humanly possible to tell. II (II. Cel. 198) And
lIafter Christ, he placed his trust especially in her. II
(L.M. 9,3) The puzzle is simply resolved when we remember what Cardinal Newman tells us concerning the
primary, practical principle of all salvation history: the perfect complementarity of the New Adam
and the New Eve.
Neither the establishment of the new order of
grace and truth through the Incarnation and saving
death of Christ, nor its subsequent implementation
occur without the active cooperation of the Woman
who, from the earliest pages of Scripture and the
most primitive times of the Church has been unambiguously named and proclaimed the New Eve, the Mother
of God and therefore of all the Saved. Her humble
IIFiat was the complement of the Creator's almighty
ll
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"Fiat," this time issuing not simply in a work of God,
but the most perfect work, the incarnation of the Son
of God, as obedient to his Mother's "Fiat" as to the
will of His heavenly Father. And her pure love was
and is the highest response possible to the love of
her Son, without which His love would as it were have
been left suspended in a vacuum.
When the world was growing cold so that love of Him
"who didst deign to die for love of our love" might
be understood, appreciated and shared more widely and
intensely in the Church, the New Eve, the Mediatrix
of all graces and Queen of the Angels, interceded
that Francis might be chosen to form a new Order in
the Church, an Order whose essential structure was
designed to foster precisely that love for Christ no
where so perfectly realized as in the Woman named by
the Angel Gabriel, "Full of Grace.
II

And if we would discover our origins and the purpose
of our calling, we must have unlimited trust and recourse to the Holy Virgin ~·1ary, our Mother, as did
St. Francis, seeking to discover not so much how we
find room for her in our multiple concerns, but how
our concerns and above all ourselves fit into her
plans. For all that we continue to accomplish as
Franciscans will come from Christ, not as a solitary
decision on His part, but as a living response to the
prayers of His Mother, i.e. to her "Fiat" for us.
I I.

AND THE UNDERSTAND I NG
OF OUR VOCATION

~1ARY

Celano writes (I Cel. 24) of Francis while staying
at the house of Bernard of Claravalle: "And he (Bernard) used to see him praying all night, very rarely
sleeping, praising God and His Mother the glorious
Vi rgi n.
Ri ghtly, observes Bonaventure: "After
Christ, he placed all his trust in her." (L.M.9,3)
For through her help, he had not only received the
II
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grace of his vocation J but the understanding thereof
as well, and precisely at the Church of St. Mary of
the Angels. "Here he enlightened the souls of his
poor by the light of his Wisdom." (I Cel. 106) For
"where the Order of t1i nors had by the meri ts of the
Mother of God had its beginning, it might develop
with her help." (L.M. 4,5)
Behind these observations stands a simp1e, but especially significant fact. It was while repairing
the material edifice of the Portiuncula that Francis
came to realize the essential meaning and purpose of
his vocation, viz. that it was only incidentally that
he had been called to repair the material edifice of
the Church - as he had only incidentally been called
to care for the lepers; essentially Christ wished
him through this new way to repair or "edify" or
build up, as St. Paul says, that which the material
edifice symbolizes, the mystical body of Christ,the
immaculate bride of Christ, without spot or wrinkle.
(Eph. 5,27) The influence of the Mediatrix of all
graces extended not only to the granting of his vocation by her Son; it touched also its clarification.
We should attend carefully that work, for it indicates several parallels between the roles of Mary and
the Holy Spirit in the work of salvation, and is crystallized in a very singular title given Mary by St.
Francis: Spouse of the Holy Spirit. It is the mission of the Holy Spirit to be the soul of the Church,
to animate it as the immaculate bride of Christ so
that the Church might be the mother and teacher of
the faithful, as Mary conceived the Word by the power of the Spirit. In no way is this mission so radically fulfilled as in that of "clarifying" and
"sustaining," to wit being the advocate of what Christ
has taught, revealed and established. Thus, the
roles of the Holy Spirit and of Mary in the life of
Francis and of his Order coincide in clarifying and
sustaining what Christ has revealed and done for Francis in calling him through perfect conformity to Himself to build up the Church as the immaculate bride
-5-

of Christ.
In fact, all the essential elements of this new "lay
that constitute the means to this end: perfect conformity with the Crucified Lord and the repair of the
Church - respectively the contemplative and apostolic
dimensions of his ideal - Francis came to understand
and interpret in relation to Mary.
For example, the distinctive interior feature of
the Franciscan way: mercy, sympathy, joy - "Pax et
Bonum," the greeting that so well expresses the interior joy and mercy of the gospel life proclaimed as
Bonaventure observes (Itin., Pro1.) in every word and
deed and breath of our holy Father, was associated by
him with the Portiuncu1a and with the grace obtained
for him there by Mary. How much and how characteristically his love for Mary Queen of the Angels at
this shrine informed his mind and heart is surely
manifested in the indulgence or pardon Francis obtained for this shrine from Christ through the help
of Mary.
And does not this provide us a further insight into
the marvelous ways of divine providence, into the
manner in which the natural endowments and desires of
Francis were perfected rather than destroyed by grace?
Far from ceasing to be a knight and soldier, the
leader of a militia, in virtue of his conversion, his
inner bent received its true complement: a knight of
Christ, struggling not against flesh and blood, but
against the prince of darkness, the enemy of truth,
the liar and murderer ex professo. His battle for
souls, to save his brethren, is carried on under the
guidance of the Queen of Angels and in the company of
Michael and his legions. (Apoc. 12). In this context, his uncompromising faith and delicate appreciation for holy purity take on more profound significance. They are the basis of that joyful courage
that has so enthralled generations. And as even a
superficial reading of his salute to the Virgin Mary
-6-

and to the virtues \'Jill show. r1ary is his source and
inspiration.
A few texts will easily illustrate how r~ary is the
inspiration for and guide to the interpretation Francis gave to the principal exterior features of his
way of life, to wit heroic poverty and obedience.
"Though He (Christ) was rich above all things, nevertheless he wished with his most blessed r10ther to
(Letter to all the
take poverty as his choice.
Fa i thfu 1)
I n a 11 the poor he saw the Son of the
poor Lady. He bore naked in his heart the one whom
she bore naked in her hands.
(II Ce 1. 83)
I,
little Brother Francis, wish to follow the life of
poverty of our most high Lord Jesus Christ and of his
most holy Mother, and to persevere in it to the end."
(Last Will - Rule of St. Clare, 5) liSt. Francis would
often recall with tears the poverty of Jesus Christ
and His mother. Hence he declared that this virtue
was the queen because it shone with such superior
brilliance in the King of Kings and in the Queen,
His r·10ther." (L.M.7,1)
II

II

II

II

Heroic poverty and obedience were the means or arms
appointed for engaging in the struggle to rescue
souls from enslavement to the archenemy of Christ and
of his Mother and to rebuild the Church. Neither an
ideology of poverty nor a natural experience of misery were for Francis the basic criteria for understanding and living poverty in spirit. Rather, as is
so clear from Francis' love of the feast of the Nativity, it is the Woman of Bethlehem, the ~~other of God
and her Son, who were the source of inspiration and
interpretation. Their way of life in poverty and
obedience brought them together to the great hour of
Calvary and the Resurrection. So Francis' sharing in
their poverty and obedience so well dramatized at
Greccio would bring him to Mt. Alvernia. All this, as
Francis so well put it, because the r10ther of God
interceded for him; therefore, he trusted her counsel
completely.
-7-

Given his christocentrism, it was only natural that
all Francis' piety and devotion should center on the
corporal presence of Christ in the mystery of the
Eucharist. And herein, too, he saw an exact parallel
or compleMent between the action of ~·1ary in his spiritual life and that of the priest, both of whom make
the object of his love present to him. "See how
every day He humbles himself, as when he came down
from his royal throne into the Virgin's womb." (Adm.
on the Bl. Sacrament)
We should be tragically mistaken if on the basis of
this text we imagined Francis to have thought, even
implicitly, t~ary to be a kind of super-priestess,
that her action and that of the ordained priest to be
identical or interchangeable, or that the marian maximalisr.1 of Francis to be confused with or substituted
for his all-absorbing christocentrism. It is the
complementarity that is to be stressed, exactly as
the mission of the Spirit complements that of Christ
the mediator and priest. Each in its own order is
sufficient, without confusion of orders. So also
with Mary who in the words of Francis is "Spouse of
the Holy Spirit," full of grace. Her active and complementary association with her Son, first in the work
of redemption and then in the application of its
fruits, far from detracting from the uniqueness of
Christ, makes that uniqueness clear. So, too, her
universal mediation far from supplanting the hierarchy
and the visible "institutional" structures of the
Church, is the natural and indispensable support of
these, who, in turn, especially Peter and his successors, confirm her person and work. Is it any accident
that the one for whom Mary obtained the grace to rebuild the Church, precisely in such wise as to set
in relief the absolute kingship of her Son, should
have had this grace confirmed by the Lord Pope, and
that the followers of the Poverello who had such a
reverence for the priesthood should have been those
who in setting forth the mystery of the Immaculate
Conception should have come to be numbered among the
-8-

strongest exponents of the primacy and infallibility
of Peter and his successors?
III.

THE IMMACULATE AND THE MARIAN STqUCTURE
OF OUR VOCATION

When the question is asked: What is the specific,
distinguishing feature of the Franciscan way and of
its christocentrism?, a great many answers are given
- all containing a kernel of the truth, but none entirely adequate. Some will point to poverty and
penance; others to charity or joy; still others to
Francis' christocentrism, and hardly anyone at all
to a specific apostolate. While all are agreed that
there is something very distinctive about the Franciscan way and that all these elements are in some
way essential, by themselves as the "hinge element,1I
none provides a really satisfactory explanation.
For example, Franciscans can hardly claim christocentrism as exclusively theirs - to the exclusion
of Dominicans, Jesuits, Benedictines. So, too,
with charity, penance, specific apostolates and
activities. Nor is it unreasonable, if the answer
is a certain combination of all these elements, to
seek a coherent description of the proportion involved as distinctive of the Franciscan ethos.
With the exception of St. Maximilian, very few
students of this question have sought the primary
distinguishing feature of our way in its marian
character. Perhaps this is because until the time of
St. Maximilian, no one sought to examine this dimen~
sion in the sense of the question, IIWhat place do
Francis and his Order have in the intentions of
Mary? II , rather than in terms of the question, IIWhat
place does Mary have in our lives?lI.
For St. Maximilian, as we know so well, Franciscan
thought, action and contemplation are not only interpreted in relation to Mary Immaculate, but lived
-9-

in and with her qua Immaculate. Despite the inclination of many to consider this as a latter day accretion and not part of the primitive charism of the
Order, there is some very persuasive evidence that
St. f1aximilian has, in fact, (however he came to do
this) discovered the feature of the life of Francis
and of his Order capable of serving as the primary
distinguishing characteristic of this new way.
Cardinal Newman has observed (Discourses to ~1ixed
Congregations, 17) that whenever the Church has in
any way been threatened at the roots of her very
existence, i.e. in the purity and indefectibility
of her faith in Christ Jesus as Son of God and risen
Lord crucified for our sins, that Mary would quietly
yet effectively call attention to one or another of
her privileges, in such wise that the glory of her
Son in the Church might be confessed undiminished
and without equivocation, and that the Church might
continue exactly as her Son had intended and established it. Surely, it is not unreasonable to view
the vocation of Francis, called to a way of life
calculated to sustain and make prosper the life of the
Church at a time when the hearts of many under the
impact of a nascent secularism were inclined to grow
cold and become indifferent to the primacy of the
King of kings, as a case in point.
The earliest sources dealing with the vocation of
Francis amply witness to the extraordinary intimacy
between Francis and Mary, and clearly indicate that
the distinctive features and purpose of the Franciscan way of life have their origin in the prayers and
the titles of our Lady, in particular her divine
maternity and her role as mediatrix of all graces;
this is by no means something original with him.
There is, however, one title given to ~1ary by Francis
- Spouse of the Holy Spirit - that as far as can be
determined, was never used previously. Does this
title express in succinct but all embracing manner
the essential point clarified by Mary in her converse
-10-

with Francis? On the assumption of St. Maximilian
that this title is the equivalent for Immaculate
Conception, and that it was Mary Immaculate who directed Francis' attention to a clear, accurate and
practical recognition of the mystery of the New Eve
full of grace, the Woman who is Queen of the Angels,
a number of other factors in our vocation and history can be explained with a clarity and coherence
that otherwise might elude us.
First, St. Francis was deeply attached to our Lady
under her title of Queen of the Angels, and at a
shrine dedicated to her under that name, and popularly known as the "Little Portion," where, in fact, he
came to realize the true significance of Christ's
call to follow Him in a unique and new way. Apoc.
12 is the most obvious passage of Scripture one commonly associates with this title of our Lady. The
woman of Apocalypse is without doubt the woman foretold in Gen. 3,15 to crush the head of the serpent,
and who is addressed by the Archangel Gabriel with
the name "full of grace.
The s i gnifi cance of the
point is brought further into relief when we recall
St. Francis' great devotion to St. Michael, the
captain of the angelic legions against the dragon of
Apoc., and the way in which his natural inclination
to knightly action was transformed and channeled
through his religious vocation into a spiritual combat and into the founding of an Order that rightly
can be described as a spiritual militia.
II

With hindsight one can hardly avoid the rather
strong suggestion of the Immaculate Conception.
That this is not merely hindsight, that the mystery
of r·1ary's Immaculate Conception is very much at the
heart of her concern in obtaining Francis his vocation and then enlightening him as to its meaning
becomes evident when we recall that of all the
privileges of Mary this one is most characteristically and distinctively associated with Francis'
Order, in all its branches and for the greater part
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of its history.
Secondly, this title, Spouse of the Holy Spirit,
illumines the distinctive character which the divine
maternity plays at the heart of the Franciscan spirituality. In chapter six of his definitive Rule,
Francis writes: IIIf a mother so loves and nourishes
her child according to the flesh, how much more the
friar love his brethren according to the Spirit?1I
What is this something more in the love of the friars
for each other? Is it not the love of the Virgin
Mother for her child? And is it not in her fullness
of grace, in her lIespousa1s11 with the Holy Spirit
in a most perfect fashion that we perceive the ideal
of true love, whose perfection is to give one's life
for another? Is it not the grace to love Christ and
to die for love of his love that r~ary, Mediatrix of
all grace, obtained for Francis? And with this,
clarified for him the meaning of spiritual poverty
as the means to this height of gospel perfection?
In this same chapter six, the practice of perfect
poverty is intimately associated with the unique love
that distinguishes Francis' brotherhood. Humble
poverty and fraternal charity are but two sides of
a single love for Christ, whose plenitude is found
in r·1ary the Immaculate, full of grace.
III am the Immaculate Conception. 1I Shortly after
the dogmatic definition of the Immaculate Conception
in 1854, the Woman clothed with the Sun, the Queen
of the Angels, appeared to Bernadette at Lourdes and
gave her name as lithe Irrmacu1ate Conception and not
simply as one immaculately conceived, surely an odd
way to speak for a human person, unless that human
person is utterly unique. A latter day disciple of
St. Francis, St. Maximilian, has observed that such
an affirmation is only natural if we take Spouse of
the Holy Spirit and Immaculate Conception to be synonyms. Just as the Holy Spirit from eternity is the
fruit of the mutual love of Father and Son and the
complement thereof, so Mary Immaculate as Spouse of
ll
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the Holy Spirit is the perfect fruit of the love of
Father and Son Incarnate, and the complement thereof.
It is by that love which is the Holy Spir'it and whose
fullness is in the Virgin Mother that the Incarnate
Word is conceived and born and brought to the cross.
The antiphon, then, in which Francis employs the
title, "Spouse of the Holy Spirit," should be pondered carefully in the light of this insight.
"Holy Virgin Mary, there is none like you
born in the world among women:
Daughter and ha~dmaid of the Most High King
and heavenly Father,
Mother of our Most Holy Lord Jesus Christ,
Spouse of the Holy Spirit,
Pray for us with St. Michael and all the
virtues of heaven and all the saints to
your most beloved Son, our Lord and Master."
In this antiphon, Francis, who described himself
as academically "illiterate" manifests an astounding
theological precision and indeed "originality." The
uniqueness and imcomparabi1ity of Mary (in respect
to all other creatures) is formulated in terms of
her relations to the three divine persons. In this
formulation Christ holds the middle or central position. As Francis often said, Mary's greatest
claim to honor is the fact that she is the Mother of
God the Son. Thereby she is not wife of the Father;
rather she is his most perfect daughter, because
most perfectly his obedient handmaid, i.e. most perfectly by her obedient "Fiat" actively accomplishing
his will. Her "Fiat" is the crowning complement to
the original "Fiat" of creation, bringing to be
the most perfect work of God, viz. the Incarnation
and Redemption. How is it that she is at once handmaid and mother; that she pertains in so unique a
fashion to the order of the divine persons? Because
she is "Spouse of the Holy Spirit."
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In simple, yet profound fashion, Francis has expressed the core of what later scotist mariologists
will discuss under the heading of belonging to the
order of the hypostatic union in virtue of being predestined to be the immaculate mother of the Word.
Mary in no way belongs to the order of the first
Adam; she is preserved from all taint of original
sin. She is full of grace, the Spouse of the Holy
Spirit. She is the most perfect fruit of the most
perfect redemption, without which her Son would not
enjoy the most perfect, absolute primacy as firstborn of creation, as firstborn of the dead. And as
Spouse of the Holy Spirit from the first moment of
her existence, her love for God is the perfect complement in creation that the love of the Holy Spirit
in eternity is for that of the Father and the Son.
In the Immaculate, we discover the fullest and most
concrete exemplification of that love which for Francis is the very essence of his spirituality, and for
which he prayed (with the encouragement of the Spouse
of the Holy Spirit): grant that I might die for love
of thy love who didst deign to die for love of my
love.
IV. THE H1MACULATE AND
CONVENTUAL FRANC I SCAN I Sr1
When Our Lord gives us a saint or blessed, He does
so for a purpose - to instruct us, sustain us, or
lead us in the achievement of those purposes for
which our Order was founded initially. This is certainly the case with St. Maximilian Kolbe. Pope
Paul VI, in his homily on the occasion of the beatification of St. Maximilian, noted some of these in
regard to the Church. And in these reflections on
the relation of St. Francis and of our Order to the
Mother of God, note has been taken incidentally of
the insight which St. Maximilian gives us into the
purpose of Francis' vocation and of ours.
-14-

In a letter to seminarians of the Order in 1933,
St. ~1aximilian identifies two main objectives whose
realizat i on govern the overall rhythms of the history
of the Order, and which radically justify its continued existence as the embodiment of a distinct
spirituality in the Church. The first, but not ultimate, goal of the Order is the explicitation and
propagation of Mary's Immaculate Conception, in such
wise that it could eventually be proclaimed dogmatically by the Church. The second, for which the
first is but the basis, is to realize quite consciously in the Order - and thereby contribute to the
spiritual renewal of the Church in an age otherwise
described as that "of the Spirit" and "of the Church"
- the distinctively marian character of the Franciscan profession and way of life. All the essential
elements of Franciscan life quite naturally find
their fulfillment in some service to the Immaculate.
From the days of St. Anthony and Br. Elias, those
characteristics of the Franciscan charism most commonly associated with what subsequently has always
been known as Conventual franciscanism are large
friaries and an insistence on the essential importance of the kind of "common life" these make possible, primarily for purposes of study in the spirit
of prayer and devotion, with the correlative modifications of the primitive franciscan economic system
ind·ispensable to their maintenance. Indeed, almost
to the days of the dogmatic definition of the Immaculate Conception, the activity central to these
large friaries was that of the studium theologicum
about which in one way or another the other activities centered, and which to a greater or lesser extent colored or conditioned the life-style of the
friaries elsewhere. From the beginning, the innovations generated discussion not always pacific.
There were friars who thought, often enough sincerely, that such innovations, though approved by the
Church as fully in accord with the mind of Francis
and a faithful expression of the ideal in principle,
-15-

could not but compromise the Rule. No doubt, the
risk of compromise with the world - no where so dangerous as in intellectual pursuits - was not always
avoided by the friars, and this too tended to obscure
the intimate and intrinsic connection of intellectual
work with the vocation of Francis. Even more unfortunate for purposes of clarification was a frequently
excessive emphasis on merely pragmatic grounds for
these innovations, e.g. the needs of the apostolate
required the education of the friars, or the personal
needs of gifted friars required intenser engagement
in the life of the academic world.
Useful as far as they go, such considerations do
not provide an adequate answer to the question, why
"Paris" should not necessarily have destroyed "Assisi ,"
why "Assisi" had a certain intrinsic need of "Paris,"
i.e. why a community professing poverty so as to be
a group of itinerant preachers of penance, without
ceasing to make that same profession, should have by
nature consistently produced the kind of intellectual
fruits exemplified by an Anthony, a Bonaventure, a
Scotus, and by so many others, not only in theology,
but in philosophy, science, music, art and other
fields?
In a general way one may observe that the survival
and growth of a religious community over a long period of time is not possible without its intellectual
dimension. Intellectual activity is not simply another activity on a par with other aspects of the
work of the friars. It has a very definite bearing
on the quality of the spirituality and prayer of the
community, as the indispensable condition thereof.
Did St. Francis understand this? Despite his fear
of the danger of intellectual careerism and of the
secularization of his way of life resulting therefrom still reflected in the final Rule (c.10), his
approval of St. Anthony's request to teach theology
to the friars on a systematic basis seems to indicate
a personal acceptance of the principle and what it
-16-

implies vis-a-vis poverty - so long as this was done
in the spirit of prayer and devotion.
But if we follow the hint of St. Maximilian as regards the ultimate goals of the Order and the source
of Francis' inspiration, we can give a more specific
answer. This is possible, and this has come to pass,
precisely because this is a part of the designs of
r·1ary Immaculate for the Order, so perfectly in accord
with the will of God. As with all the other key aspects of our life, we shall not go far amiss if we
were to ascribe the permission given St. Anthony to
teach theology to the influence of Mary Immaculate
on St. Francis. Each of the essential components of
this way of life, including the intellectual, support each other in converging initially on one primary end - the clarification of the Immaculate and
the conscious exemplification of life in union with
her. That is what the Franciscan way is all about.
Cultivated under her influence and in the total
context of this new way, intellectual activity far
from "secularizing" the conmunity, will sustain it
for purposes far transcending the needs of the 13th
Century Church, and will in fact make possible the
observance of a poverty at once genuinely such and
truly spiritual, neither an absurd glorification of
misery nor an irrational and narrow pietism. In
the event it is commonly recognized that there is a
distinctively Franciscan way of thought whose center
is Christ, whose formation was made possible by the ·
"conventual" Franciscan manner of life.
The conclusion is inescapable: at root Conventual
franciscanism is also the fruit of our Lady's influence and is an expression of the Franciscan way intended to serve the ends of the Immaculate in initially securing the vocation of Francis.
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v.

THE IMMACULATE AND
THE CHRISTOCENTRISM OF FRANCISCAN THOUGHT
St. Francis often called himself an "idiot," that
is an uneducated man. But whether he was inferior
intellectually in wisdom to so many of his famous
"educated" sons is a question open to considerable
doubt, particularly when we consider that extraordinary relation between him and the Immaculate.
And if indeed not only his Order, but Francis himself was chosen by Mary Immaculate to trace out a
very clear form of life including as one of its
essential elements a very specific cultivation of
the intelligence for a very definite intellectual
goal, then we are in a better position to
understand a rather surprisinq phenomenon: the
two friars of the first century of the Order's existence best known for sanctity are also Doctors of
the Church; namely, Sts. Anthony and Bonaventure.
And the friar who, in the estimation of many sound
critics stands at the pnnac1e of refined metaphysical reflection within the Franciscan tradition,
John Duns Scotus, is a candidate for canonization.
Most people on consideration would have no insuperable difficulty in admitting the profound influence of St. Francis on the subsequent course of
theology, nor of appreciating the spiritual and pastoral affinity between Francis on the one hand and
the theological work of Anthony and Bonaventure on
the other. In the case of Bonaventure, it is generally admitted today that the influence of Francis
is a main source for the key orientations of the
Seraphic Doctor's doctrinal synthesis.
But it is the subtle Scotus, seemingly most distant in his metaphysical style of theologizing from
the Povere110 of Assisi, who, in fact, achieved the
clearest, most accurate and explicit theological
formulation of that truth central to the entire
Franciscan movement, to wit the absolute primacy of
Christ, and this because he was the first to arrive
at a precise theological analysis of what we now know
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to be the distinct meaning of IISpouse of the Holy
Spirit,1I first attributed to tlary by Francis. This,
of course, is his teaching on the Immaculate Conception.
There have been those who, impressed with the
christocentrism of the Evangelic Doctor and the pervasive marian character of his sermons, (in fact,
not so much sermons as outlines of the lessons in
theology he gave the friars), have held that St.
Anthony taught the Immaculate Conception. And in
the sense that the tenor of his thought points in
this direction, and his use of such titles for Mary
as full of grace, sanctuary of the Holy Spirit, indicates how deeply rooted the bases of that theology
explicitated by Scotus lie in the traditional themes
of the early augustinian-franciscan school, the
interpretation is correct. But in the sense of a
IInotional analysis, this is hardly the case. It is
well known that Bonaventure rejected the theological
opinions purporting to ascribe an immaculate conception to Mary current in his day. But neither did
Scotus accept these versions of the mystery, for, in
fact, they are pelagian at root. St. Bonaventure,
however, does make two important points in his teaching on Nary, highly significant for our understanding
of Christ and of the Church, but whose full import
would not begin to be elaborated until after the
contribution of Scotus had been thoroughly absorbed.
ll

First, Bonaventure says that of all creatured persons, none coul d be more prefect than t1ary. In the
context of his notion of fullness or plenitude of
perfection (i .e. a perfection or good so great in
one that this person is at once incomparable to
others in whom the perfection is found and the source
and model for that perfection in others), this is,
in fact, an excellent explanation of what later will
come to be seen as the import of the Immaculate Conception as the fullness of grace and mediatrix of
all grace. Further, in placing the new Eve on a
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par with the new Adam, Bonaventure seems to assume,
without stating it, a principle formulated by Scotus,
viz. the perfect Redeemer could not be perfect if he
had not a perfect redeemed, i.e. one completely preserved or independent of the order of original sin.
Secondly, in his discussion of our Lady's Assumption, which Bonaventure regards not as an exception
to the rule of death, but as a reflection of t1ary's
position in the eternal plans of God, he writes that
the fullness of grace already realized in one person,
the preeminent member of the Church, namely, Mary the
Virgin t~other, is gradually being realized in the
Church as a whole over the time of its pilgrimage.
This can easily be read as a commentary on St. Francis' description of our Lady as the Virgin made
Church. Once again, Bonaventure's teaching ultimately points to that clearly articulated by Scotus, to
wit behind the Assumption lies the fullness of grace
that is the Immaculate Conception; and that the
Church is the Immaculate Bride of Christ and can grow
in sanctity only to the extent that Mary Immaculate
already stands in that relation to her Son in the
most perfect way possible. The uniqueness and perfection of Francis' love for Christ, of his conformity with the crucified, and its consequent efficacy
in "rebuilding" or rekindling the love of believers
stands from a bonaventurian point of view in direct
proportion to its degree of identification with the
love of Mary for her Son.
There is no question at all about the theological
achievement of St. Bonaventure. As a synthesis of
Franciscan theological thought, it has no equal, not
even Scotus, for the work of Scotus would not have
been possible without the already existing structures
provided by St. Bonaventure. Yet the final, crowning
contribution of Scotus is perhaps best appreciated in
view of a very curious fact. St. Bonaventure (III
Sent. d.l, a.2, q.2) gives a marvelous presentation
of all the reasons that might incline one to hold
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the absolute primacy 'of Christ, yet at the end of
the discussion without rejecting this view as false,
prefers the opinion of Sts. Augustine and Thomas
Aquinas, as more conducive to piety and love of the
Savior. Why did he not see that the view later
accepted by Scotus is in fact more conducive to piety
in the context of St. Francis' love for the crucified, and indeed fits in better with the entire
thrust of his own synthesis? Perhaps the reason is
to be found in this: the absolute primacy of Christ
set forth theo 1ogi ca lly or in noti ona 1" terms,
would not convince or move the believer to assent,
until its counterpart had been elaborated, viz. the
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception.
II

Herein we can glimpse the finest fruit of the influence of Mary Immaculate on theology - and indeed
on the perfection of the human intellect at its metaphysical roots - through her beloved Francis to
whom she showed herself "Spouse of the Holy Spirit."
Is it then any wonder that the friar who is known as
the marian doctor is also called the subtle doctor?
Not only was Scot us able to resolve all the doubts
behind the hesitation of so many great and saintly
minds about affirming the Immaculate Conception with
his distinction between liberative and preservative
redemption; the distinction itself and so many other
clear and precise insights into the mystery of the
hypostatic union and christian metaphysics, psychology and spirituality, are the fruit of his own reflection on the principle: a perfect redeemer requires a prefect redeemed, an equation not verified
except on the assumption that Mary full of grace is
immaculately conceived. Once this is made clear,
it is only a matter of time for the factual truths
about Mary's Immaculate Conception in revelation to
become clear.
From Scotus until the definition of the Immaculate
Conception in 1854, and therefore practically to the
time of the demise of the great Franciscan theologi-21-

cal faculties in Europe the history of our theological work is not so much one of further original insights as it is the varied orchestration and perfecting of work of Bonaventure and Scotus, in such
wise that the mystery of Christ's absolute primacy
and Mary's Immaculate Conception might be absorbed
in a conscious way into the structures of the Order
and experiences of the Church. How these will be
taken up in the restoration of the Order and our
theology after the disasters of the 19th century remains to be considered. At this point, it is appropriate to point out how important it is to sanctify
the intellect, even at its most speculative; that
such an effort in the spirit of prayer and devotion
is an indispensable condition for the achievement of
the upbuilding of the Church; and that it can only
be maintained, as it was first accomplished, under
the aegis of the Immaculate Mother of God through a
progressive realization of the mystery of her Immaculate Conception. The poet, Hopkins' tribute to
Duns Scotus (Duns Scotus' Oxford) has caught the
essential in describing our confrere thus:
"Of reality the rarest-veined unraveler; a
not rivaled insight be rival Italy or Greece;
who fired France for ~1ary wHhout spot."
VI. THE IM~1ACULATE
AND THE FUTURE OF THE ORDER
In 1933, St. Maximilian wrote as follows to the
clerics of the Order: "From the very cradle of our
Order seven centuries ago, a golden thread of the
cause of the Immaculate has, without interruption,
been developed. It fought for the knowledge of the
truth of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. The battle ended with victory. This
truth is universally acknowledged and has been proclaimed as a dogma of the faith.
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"And now, is it the end of the matter? No one
interested in building a house will rest satisfied
merely in describing the plans for it. But is not
the plan necessarily merely a preparation for the
actual realization of the building?
"Now, then, a second page of our history is opening; namely, we must disseminate this truth in the
hearts of all men; those who now live and all who
will live unto the end of the world, and we must
watch over the growth and fruitfulness that leads
to sanctification. We must introduce the Immaculate
into the hearts of men that there She may erect the
throne of Her Son and lead all to knowledge of Him
and inflame them to a love of His Most Sacred Heart."
Given the assumption guiding our earlier reflections: that the founding and continued existence
of our Order is a very special grace obtained for
St. Francis by the Immaculate, this text of St.
Maximilian provides clear insight into the nature,
rhythms and goals of our history. Without in any
way detracting from the other goals and achievements of the Order, especially those of its earlier
years, this relation to the Immaculate stands at
the center of all of these, and provi des the lira ti 0"
for that perdurance of the Order promised St. Francis quite independently of the needs of the 13th
century Church, or of the level of perfection current at any time or place of the Order's existence,
For us Conventuals, this text is particularly
significant, for of all the distinct families within the orbit of the Order, ours is no doubt the
earliest to emerge, and the one whose distinctive
features are most closely related structurewise to
the central purpose of the Immaculate in the first
stage of our history. Almost simultaneously with
the definitive accomplishment of this end in the
dogmatic definition of the Immaculate Conception
(1854), our family came within a hairsbreath of
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disappearing as a distinct franciscan family: - With
the definitive loss between 1789 and 1873 of all the
ancient studia genera1ia theo10gica that were so
typical of our great friaries, and, with the exception of Padua and Assisi (where our presence was
seriously imperiled for many years), the loss of
most of the great friaries as well.
Why is this not the end of the matter for Conventual Franciscans? And why are our efforts to preserve and restore the traditions of the Order in
continuity with our tradition of common life in
relatively large friaries more than a mere repetition and preservation of the past? Because in the
design of the Immaculate the first stage and the
institutions typical of it are but the stepping
stones to a second - final goal of the Order: the
effective and full consecration of the Church and
believers to the Immaculate so that the love of Her
Son might be complete in the hearts of all. For
this, the Order of Francis will again in a special
way be her chosen means.
Between these two major periods of our history
there exist certain parallels that enable us to
perceive the "thread" drawing out the implications
of the Immaculate's "sacrum commercium" with St.
Francis and gradually realizing the full import,
intellectual and then spiritual, of that title
"Spouse of the Holy Spirit" given ~1ary by Francis.
And while that thread has many natural strands in
its composition, its composition is preeminently a
supernatural work guided by Mary and Francis.
Thus, in the first period now completed, one friar
in a special way, namely Scotus, typifies as it
were, the central goal of that period, the theological elaboration of the mystery of the Immaculate
Conception, and provides a clear and basic model
about which the work and life of the community in
that period gravitates. In our present stage, St.
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Maximilian enjoys the same role. So also in the
first stage the institutional forms of the Order so
developed with the blessing of St. Francis, and under the guidance of Br. Elias, St. Anthony and St.
Bonaventure, so as to provide in the great friary
the natural setting and support for this work. In
this second period the emerging IICities of the Immaculate are the exact parallel.
ll

Nor is this merely a question of parallels and
similarities. The former theological-metaphysical
tradition of our family with its great friaries is
not lost or abandoned, but restored in being reassumed in this fuller setting, whose heart is total
consecration to the Immaculate, the conscious and
definitive realization in a communal and institutional form of the radical marian dimensions of our
vows. The manner in which St. Maximilian sets forth
the theological grounds of his spirituality in terms
of the relation between ~1ary Immaculate and the procession and mission of the Holy Spirit is but a recapitulation of the theology of Scotus in terms of
the unique insight of St. Francis: Mary is the
Spouse of the Holy Spirit. It is this recapitulation
that enables us to build further on our inheritance.
Once we perceive clearly the marian principles and
influences governing and justifying our continued
existence as those called to a special conformity to
Christ and support of the Church by way of union
with the Immaculate, we can begin to understand how
total consecration to the Immaculate and unconditional obedience to His wishes are the keys to any spir~
itual and apostolic renewal of our Order and of its
members. Other aspects of our life and work will
also have their place and cannot be neglected. But
this is the indispensable center and starting point
without which none of the rest will bear lasting
fruit.
(All quotations from the writings of St, Maximilian
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are taken from the volume edited by Fr. George
Domanski, OFM Conv.: Mary Was His Middle Name,
available from Mary town, Libertyville, IL.)
VII.

TOTAL CONSECRATION TO THE IMMACULATE
AND FRANCISCAN PROFESSION OF VOWS

Since the Immaculate, the Queen of the Angels,
interceded to gain Francis the grace of his call to
be perfectly conformed to Christ; to die for love of
His love who didst deign to die for love of his love;
and since that love of Christ which impelled Him to
accept crucifixion is no where more perfectly realized than in His love for His Virgin Mother and in
her love for Him, we can begin to grasp how it came
to pass that Francis founded an Order designed not
only to make known the mystery of the Immaculate
Concepti on, but to 1i ve that mystery of t·1ary Immaculate, Spouse of the Holy Spirit, for the prosperity
of Holy Mother Church in her hour of need. Total
consecration and total obedience to the Immaculate,
the core of St. Maximilian's spirituality, are not
latter day accretions; they are the very essence of
what it means to be a Franciscan, and which each of
us already is implicitly by the fact that we have
taken vows in the Order of St. Francis.
Thus, with perfect logic St. Maximilian writes:
"The ideal of every member of the t4il iti a of the
Immaculate is to be the servant and child of the
Immaculate, and this out of love, as a slave, as her
property and possession, irrevocably and forever. It
is our ideal to become Her own, of Her." The style
here reminds us, not of some mindless kind of obedience divorced from the truth, but of that of St.
Francis in describing perfect obedience in terms of
a corpse, and locating the heart of the Order at
the "Portiuncula," where he so specially honored the
Mother of Truth Incarnate.
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"We must strive that in all things we love Jesus
as She did. And" continues St. r·1aximilian, may our
love reach that height that it might be the very own
love of the Immaculate one.
That, as was noted, is
precisely the kind of love St. Francis had for Jesus.
II

II

The basis for this consecration is to be found,
says St. Maximilian, in the example of Christ himself: liThe Savior, the God-man, came into this world
and began His mission, His teaching of the way to
heaven, beginning with His dependence on the Immaculate Virgin, as a child wo~ld depend on its mother,
fulfilling faithfully the fourth commandment for
thirty-three years of his presence on earth, honoring
His Mother and serving Her in all things, and so
fulfilling the will of God the Father. And from that
moment on, no one can become like Jesus who in imitation of Him does not honor the Immaculate One.
II

We should carefully note how the honor and obedience
Jesus paid His Mother until death was for Him the way
He came to fulfill the first commandment on the Cross.
And in acceding to His Mother's prayer for Francis
and in calling Him to most perfect conformity with
Himself, confirmed in the miracle of the Stigmata,
He, in fact, willed that Francis should know and
love the mystery of the Immaculate Conception. All
the essential elements of the Franciscan way are
what they are in reference to the Immaculate.
"When we become like unto Her and our whole religious life has Her as its source," he writes to the
clerics of the Order, "our obedience will be supernatural, for then it is Her will. Chastity will be
Her virginity; poverty will be Her super-humanness.
Our soul is Hers and She rules our intellect that we
may see Her will in religious obedience and so not
spare any diligence in seeking for the truth. She
also rules our will that we may love nothing beyond
Her own; thus in Her will, we will come to know God's
will in the will of Jesus Christ's Most Sacred Heart.
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Our body is Hers that She may freely dispose of our
efforts. All we have is Hers, therefore, we have
perfect poverty and use things only enough to achieve
their purpose. 1I
All of this, as St. Francis would note, converges
on the perfect, heroic obedience by which we truly
honor the Immaculate and implement the primary goal
of our calling - conformity with Christ. In this
consists total consecration. For, writes St. Maximilian, IIHer will does not differ from the will of
God. Calling upon Her will without reserve, you
manifest a love for the will of God, for Her will is
so perfect that in nothing does it differ from His.
Thus you give glory to God that He created so perfect a creature and took Her for His Mother.1I
The following passages from the writings of St.
Maximilian recapitulate the theology and history of
our Order in view of that total consecration characteristic of our present moment.
liThe wi 11 of the Immacul ate is stri ctly united to
the will of the Holy Spirit and to the extent that
it identifies with it. That is why in consecrating
ourselves to the Immaculate One and doing Her will,
we also give ourselves to Jesus to do His will ...
Every prayer through the intercession of the Immaculate Virgin and every act of fulfilling Her will
brings God glory and honors Him most perfectly, for
it affirms His immeasurable almighty power, because
He created so perfect, consummate and holy a being.
The Immaculate One, then, is that unique source of
providing a hoist that raises us to God. 1I
liThe near seven centuries of controversy over
recognizing the truth of the Immaculate Conception
of Mary is hardly the first part of the whole matter,
but a necessary condition, in order to get on with
the work. What kind of work? That of realizing the
effects of that truth in the hearts of everyone, be-28-

ginning with ourself; overseeing the growth and fruitfulness of conversions. The Immaculate One, revealed
at Lourdes, speaks the language of our Order: 'Penance, penance, penance,'· and reminds the 'Order of
Penance' that She wishes to use it to enter hearts,
to keep people from excesses of all kinds, to rule
them, to guide them to self-abnegation, and to true
happiness, to God. She desires to prepare in souls
a throne of Divine Love for the Heart of the Savior,
and to teach us to love It and to burn with love of
It ... "
"We can consecrate ourselves to the Immaculate One
in various ways, and express it in differently constructed forms and words; in fact, a simple act of
the will would suffice, for that, really, is the
essence of such a consecration. However, there
exists a certain formula which would embody the
spirit of the M.I.:
'0 Immaculate Queen of heaven and earth, refuge
of sinners and Mother most loving, You to whom
God entrusted the entire order of mercy, I, an
unworthy sinner, cast myself at Your feet, humbly pleading that You would deign to accept me
completely and totally as Your property and
possession, and do with me and all my powers
of soul and body and with all my life, and
death, and eternity, whatever is pleasing to
you ... ""
"For the rebirth of the Order even the most wise
rules will not do, though supported and maintained by
the most severe penalties. Here one needs supernatural grace in order to sanctify the religious.
In that the Immacul ate One is the Hedi atri x of a 11
Graces, whom more than she should we approach? For
the more we do, the more fruitfully we will live on.
And, doubtless, the most perfect form of coming into
contact with Her is through total consecration to
the Immaculate, not only by individual brothers,
monasteries and provinces, but by the Order as such,
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for it is the Order which requires the rebirth. Already today the breath of the Immaculate begins to
revive those members of the Order who, in a particular way, have come close to Her.1I
How will it be accomplished that all things will
be deified in Her?; the first condition is essential.
Those who are to work must themselves give good example; to understand the spirit they must themselves
be captivated by it. To become Her instruments, to
allow Her to act, they must totally and unreservedly
consecrate themselves to Her ... Hence, apart from the
Rule and Constitutions of the M.I., the diploma also
obliges to a deeper incarnation of the ideals in our
lives. This is the essential aspect of the preparation on the spiritual level of all called to work ...
The Rule and Constitutions must be applied more
deeply so that it will be possible to consecrate
oneself more totally to the Immaculate: the will
through obedience, the body through chastity, conveniences of life through poverty. We are to consecrate everything to Her so as to become Her perfect
instruments. There is no verbal formula. The more
perfectly we consecrate ourselves without reserve,
the better.
II

VIII.

PERFECT OBEDIENCE AND PERFECT LOVE:
UNION WITH THE IMMACULATE

One cannot read very far in the writings of St.
Maximilian without realizing how insistent he was on
the practice of the virtue of obedience, precisely
as the most perfect expression and realization of
the love entailed in total consecration to Mary Immaculate. The excerpts from his writings included
in the previous reflection are typical thereof. In
this he echoes St. Francis for whom heroic, supernatural obedience was the goal of exalted poverty
and the highest expression of that love for love of
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which Christ died.
What St. Maximilian does is call our attention to
marian roots of this obedience, that it is only to
the degree that we are consecrated to the Immaculate
and unconditionally at her disposal that we are
capable of the kind of obedience St. Francis describes
as perfect.
Repeatedly, St. t1aximil ian states that the wi 11 of
the Immaculate· is perfectly in accord with God's
will, that what she asks for is always granted and
that whatever she asks us to do will always be in
accord with the truth and work for the best of all indeed could not be more so. What is the basis for
this principle?
The "Fiat" of Mary is the most perfect act of obedience ever given by any human person to a divine command; and on this as well as on the command of the
Father to His Son to become flesh and die for our
sins the achievement of the entire order of the Incarnation and salvation - the "order of mercy" depended. Mary's "Fiat" is truly an efficient cause
of a very definite effect - the greatest work of the
triune God ad extra. And it is this that St. Maximilian had in mind when he often described this relation between command of God and obedience as a
kind of action-reaction.
r·1ary's completely willing obedience in faith is so
perfect because she is full of grace, the Immaculate,
or spouse of the Holy Spirit. Thus, her faith and
love are the complement of the love and obedience of
her Son. We see here the eminently practical dimensions of the explanation St. r'1aximilian gives for the
mystery of the Immaculate Conception. As the Holy
Spirit from all eternity is the fruit of the love of
Father and Son for each other - a kind of eternal
action-reaction, of initiative and response, so in
time Mary Immaculate is the fruit of the love of
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Father and Incarnate Word. And as her IIFiat is the
complement and not merely an imitation or duplication
of that of the Father, so the mediation that she
effects by her IIFiat is the indispensable complement
to, and not a substitute for or duplication of, the
unique obedience and mediation of her Son. And to
the extent that we are consecrated to her as Immaculate and at her complete disposal through obedience,
so too our prayer and penance take on the same mediatory character in the realization of the fruits of
the redemption in the upbuilding of the Church, the
body of Christ, whose Mother is t1ary Immaculate
(Paul VI).
ll

ll

Sometimes the thesis concerning the absolute primacy of Christ is presented so as to imply a mutually
exclusive choice between motives for the incarnation:
or to atone for sin or to perfect creation, as though
one must either be a jansenist or a pelagian in practice. The resolution of the dilemma is relatively
simple once the mystery of the Immaculate Conception
is appreciated. Precisely because she, our Mother,
eternally predestined to be the Mother of God prior
to any consideration of Adam's sin or ours, is the
IlllTIaculate there fore she is also the l~oman whose
faith and obedience will and do triumph completely
over the prince of this world, who in the tragic circumstances of sin can still accomplish God's will.
Hence, to the extent that we obey her, it is possible
also for us to be victorious in our struggle to overcome sin. Indeed, to the degree that we progress in
holiness under her guidance, to that degree will our
charity incline us to atone with her Son for the sins
of others and thus be the instruments whereby they
are attracted to the love of His heart. This is why
penance and humble "mi nority" together with prayer
are at once the basic message of ~1ary Immacul ate and
the hallmark of the way of life traced out for us by
our holy Father Francis.
Nor need we fear that such total obedience to this
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person will ever in practice be in conflict with
that we give to the Father and Son, or in any way
constitute an immoral abdication of our reason and
responsibility, precisely because her will as Spouse
of the Holy Spirit is fully in accord with that of
the Father and Son. Her initiative in our lives is
exactly that of the Spirit, not the origin of the
command, nor its execution, but the one who sustains,
clarifies, vivifies, through her "Fiat," i.e. her
intercession. As her obedience is no mere passivity,
but an active response to the truth in love, so too
will ours be as we come more perfectly in union with
her. Herein we can appreciate what it means to address her as the Seat of Wisdom. She is truly wise
and intelligent. And the accomplishment of the
poverello and of his followers in the realm of theology should help to convince us that knowledge of
her fullness of grace is for us the gate to a genuine metaphysics of freedom and obedience. Finally,
with the Immaculate we come to understand and experience not only how it is possible for us to cooperate
with Christ in the work of salvation, but the very
basis and nature of that cooperation which gives
value and merit to our other activities.
Precisely because her motherly prayer sustains the
whole Church in its time of pilgrimage, and especially the
HolYFather that he might command in accord with the
truth as he shepherds and guides us, especially those
whose Franciscan rule of life he has given such definite approval, we can also understand how without
prior knowledge of detail we can be sure the more
perfect our acceptance and execution of legitimate
commands will neither stifle our personal action nor
hinder the accomplishment of the great work of salvation, however painful the particular command of the
moment may be, so long as it is legitimate and in
accord with the truth. Rather because it involves
the "Fiat" of the Immaculate by way of total consecration, it will more efficaciously promote the glory
and triumph of the Sacred Heart, even in death. That
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moment of witness on August 14, 1941, the vigil of
the Assumption, when St. Maximilian gave his soul to
God as he gave his life for his neighbor, is more
than sufficient confirmation in our day of the abiding and unchanging validity of the principles of the
Franciscan way of life -- and of the reason thereof,
Mary Immaculate.
IX.

THE If.1MACULATE AND OUR APOSTOLIC GOAL:
THAT CHRIST BE ALL IN ALL

For the reading "ever Virgin" in st. Francis' Salute to the Virgin the recent critical edition of the
Poverello's writings gives "Virgin made Church."
Not only do the ancient sources support this reading
as the original rendering of Francis himself, the
phrase, novel perhaps to our ears, has the very
definite advantage of placing Francis at the center
of a very ancient tradition concerning Mary and the
Church, reflected as we have seen in an earlier consideration drawn from the mariology of St. Bonaventure, reaffirmed in Chapter 8 of the Constitution
"Lumen Gentium" of Vatican II, and synthesized by
Pope Paul VI in the title "Mother of the Church" publicly accorded the Virgin Mother of God.
But what is perhaps most important for us as Franciscans is the manner in which Francis, under the
influence of Mary, identifies the Virgin made Church
as Spouse of the Holy Spirit, viz. the Immaculate,
and forges an effective instrument for furthering
the process by which the Church continues to be perfected as ~ary already is: the immaculate bride of
the King of kings.
It is a grievous error to regard the principal
achievement of St. Francis merely as something
strictly personal -- however great that personal
sanctity is, or as something confined to his influ-34-

ence in the so-called IIgolden age of the Order -great though the works of that period undoubtedly are,
and important as they remain as the basis for a later
achievement. St. t1aximilian writes: IIEach generation must add its labor and fruit to that of previous
generations. It is not otherwise in the life of a
religious order, including our own. What can we add?
It is said, the further away from the Founder, so
much the weaker the religious community. This has
been so many times. But it does not follow that it
must be so. The spirit does not know the material
laws of growing old, but should evolve itself without 1imi t. It is not an effect of humil ity, for
example, to ask our Holy Father St. Francis that he
would implore for us a 'part' of his love or even an
amount equal to God's love. Our Holy Father will be
happy only then when we ask of God for a love greater
than his own, even infinitely greater. He wills to
'evolve' his spirit in his sons and not to establish
his own holiness as a terminus or limit of our own
perfection. The seed he planted in his Order can
evolve IIwithout limit.1I
ll

How holy each Franciscan becomes is in the first
instance the Lord's affair, but to the extent that
our striving for holiness is involved, then what St.
Maximilian writes above is profoundly true. As a
founder of a religious Order in the Church the importance of St. Francis far transcends his own time,
and indeed the entire late medieval period. This is
not to deny the greatness of the achievements of the
past; it is simply to point out that something greater
is still to be achieved.
The reason for this is to be found in the relation
of the Order to the Immaculate. It is her possession,
her instrument, her militia, her lIacies ordinata for
meeting certain specific needs of the Church in
achieving that sanctity for which Christ died, and
which can only be met to the extent that she is recognized for whom she is, the Immaculate, and she is
ll
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loved for whom she is, the Immaculate.
In this context the relative failures and imperfections of the friars, the compromises with the
Rule, the narrow pietism, the scandalous quarrels in
the name of reform or adaptation, find a certain
limit beyond which they were not allowed to impede
in any definitive way the steady advancement toward
the achievement of the first and central aim of r1ary
Immaculate, the acceptance of the truth of her Immacul ate Concepti on, in formi ng the Order of r1i nors.
Once defined, this became the practical basis for
affirming and achieving in the Church a fuller realization of Christ's absolute primacy in all things,
just as once defined the divine maternity of ~·1ary
secured the confession of her Son's divinity.
It is this also which constitutes as well the basis
for the Order's on-going contribution to the second
and greater aim of t1ary in respect to the Order, vi z.
total consecration to her as Immaculate, as the way
to the triumph of her Son over His enemies. This
is why r·1ary had someone wi th kni ghtly ambiti ons chosen
to form her militia, for nothing short of heroic courage would suffice for this work. This is perfectly
plain when we consider what is the principal obstacle
to the triumph of Christ, to wit the secularism already apparent in the days of Francis when the world
was growing cold. The true nature of this spirit of
the prince of this world and the extent of the violence those imbued with this are prepared to exercise
in relation to the bride of Christ is all too apparent
in our own day, both in the militant totalitarianism
typified by marxism and in the alluring indifferentism typified in western free-masonry. The relevance
of total consecration to the Immaculate, not only of
individuals, but of the Order as such, so ~tressed
by St. r~aximilian as indispensable to any renewal, in
view of the character of our Order as a militia of
Mary Immaculate, should be clear as well.
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Hence, we cannot fail to grasp why St. Francis,
called to "repair the Church of Christ," to sustain
and support the hierachy, especially the successor
of St. Peter, should have addressed Mary as the
"Virgin made Church.
For Hary had shown herself to
him as the Immaculate, i.e. the Spouse of the Holy
Spirit. It is the Immaculate who is the Virgin made
Church, the spotless bride of Christ. It was indeed
appropriate -- decuit -- and a wonderful evidence of
divine mercy that the Homan of Apoc. 12 should have
so cared in this way for the rest of His brethren
chased by the dragon into the desert. And herein we
come to understand why our age variously is called
"age of the Church," "age of the Spirit," "age of
~·1ary Immaculate.
It is the age of the Church, in
so far as the body of Christ is more intensively
conformed to its head; this is so because the gifts
of the Spirit are being given in great abundance.
The Spirit is so diffused in our hearts because of
the prayers and help of Mary Immaculate, the Spouse
of the Spirit and Mother of the Church. Thus, in
"Lumen Gentium," Chap. 8, Mary Immaculate is not
downgraded in being declared a member of the Church.
Rather she is declared the preeminent and first member of the Church by reason of her fullness of Grace.
And only because she is this can the Church continue
to grow in that holiness, whereby she will indeed be
at His second coming what Mary already is: the immaculate bride of Christ.
II

II

Let us then with St. Francis, with St. Maximilian,
continue to make and perfect that total consecration
to r~ary Immaculate, and to live more perfectly our ·
way of life, seekin~ to die for love of His love who
didst deign to die for love of our love.
Hail, holy Lady,/ Most holy Queen,/ r·1ary, ~40ther
of God! Virgin made Church (formerly forever
Virgin) Chosen by the most holy Father in Heaven/
Whom he consecrated,/ with his most holy beloved
Son/ and the Paraclete Spirit!
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You in whom was and is/ all plenitude of grace/
and all good! Hail, his Palace!/ Hail, his
Tabernacle!/ Hail, his Dwelling!/ Hail, his
Vesture!/ Hail, his Handmaid!/ Hail, his
Mother - and all you holy Virtues/ that by
the grace and light/ of the Holy Spirit/ are
infused into/ the hearts of the faithful, that
from faithless souls/ You may make them faithful to God!
(Salute to the Virgin)
"Be thou then, 0 thou dea r
t·1other, my atmosphere;
t1y happier world, wherein
to wend and meet no sin;
Above me, round me lie
fronting my forward eye
with sweet and scarless sky;
Stir in my ears, speak there
of God's love, 0 live air,
of patience, penance, prayer:
World-mothering air, air wild,
wound with thee, in thee is led,
Fold home, fast fold thy child"
(Hopkins, The Blessed Virgin Compared to the Air
He Breathe)

Queen of the Franciscan Order, pray for us.
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